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eDiscovery Solutions - Managed Review

Hire Counsel is the trusted single source for all eDiscovery solutions, 
making every document review convenient, flexible, and seamless from 
beginning to end. We have the resources and expertise to manage reviews 
of every size and subject matter. Our focus is delivering results on time and 
on budget.

• Document Review Centers. Conveniently located and designed for
comfort, our state-of-the-art centers meet the highest standards of
security, quality, and efficiency and can accommodate reviews of any
scale and scope. In addition to our nationally located centers, we can also
build pop-up facilities anywhere.

• Document Review Staffing.  We recruit experienced and highly vetted
attorneys who are fully dedicated to your project, regardless of language,
complexity, scope, and duration. Our collaborative culture, which
celebrates collective success and ownership through our ESOP, has
resulted in 3,300 professionals who have chosen to work with us on
multiple projects.

• Proven Project Managers. Our onsite, CEDS certified project managers
employ practical strategies and customized workflows to deliver
accurate, measurable results that adhere to tight timelines and budgets.
There are experts in tracking productivity, optimizing workflow, detailed
daily metrics reporting, training, and oversight. They use structured
analytics to search for data reduction opportunities, repeatable
processes, and custom QC protocols to ensure quality, accuracy, and
efficiency. We are technology-agnostic, which means we can collaborate
with any vendor and use any technology platform preferred by our client.

1,195 document
reviews completed

8,652 document
reviewers placed

403 reviewers on
our largest project

39+ months for our
longest project

77 collective years
of recruiting tenure 
at Hire Counsel 

96% staffing fill rate
vs. 77% industry 
baseline 

100% of our PMs
are CEDS certified 
and attorneys in 
good standing
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